
Task Tick off
Book Review

The Adventure of English – Melvyn Bragg
Rediscover Grammar - David Crystal
Does Accent Matter? - John Honey
Language and Power by Norman Fairclough

Article Review
Read and summarise any article from the Guardian's Mind Your Language 
Section. It can be related to any topic, even if we haven’t covered it.                
https://www.theguardian.com/media/mind-your-language

Write
A 1000 word essay on how language use can include or exclude certain groups in 
society. Do we use language to fit in with others too much?
Spend Time on Your NEA (Original Writing Coursework)
Are you keeping pace with the rest of the group? Could you do any more to 
improve / enhance your study into language? Is is brilliant yet?

Collect 
Two recent news articles that have relatable connections to the course. Write a 
brief overview on how you might comment on these modern articles in an exam.

Things to listen to
Listen to audio shows on the BBC website about Language issues. 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/b006qtnz/episodes/player                           
The following episodes are of particular interest and relevance:
Punctuation
Small Talk
Multicultural London English
Talk of the town: How Places Got Their Names
The power of telling stories
The top 20 words in English

Jobs
What jobs could you do if you pursued English Language further? How do you get 
there? What qualifications and experience would you need? What does the job 
entail?

Learn something 
Ask another AS student in English Language to teach you something new. Record 
this knowledge.

Teach someone 

...who doesn’t do English Language any element of our course. Keep any 
materials or notes you use to explain it.

Have an opinion 
Choose a debate from our course. Use evidence to explain why your opinion is 
the best. Consider counter arguments that could be made against your view.
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Task Tick off
Book Review

Eats, Shoots & Leaves: The Zero Tolerance Approach to Punctuation – Lynne Truss
The English Language: A Guided Tour of the Language - David Crystal
The Language Wars: A History of Proper English - Henry Hitchings
Chavs by Owen Jones to get you thinking about media representation

Article Review
Read and summarise any article from the Guardian's Mind Your Language Section. 
It can be related to any topic, even if we haven’t covered it.                
https://www.theguardian.com/media/mind-your-language

Write
A 1000 word essay on the importance of using 'proper' English in society - what are 
the connotations of incorrect usage?
Spend Time on Your NEA (Investigation)
Are you keeping pace with the rest of the group? Could you do any more to 
improve / enhance your study into language? Is is brilliant yet?

Collect 
Two recent news articles that have relatable connections to the course. Write a 
brief overview on how you might comment on these modern articles in an exam.

Things to listen to
Listen to audio shows on the BBC website about Language issues. 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/b006qtnz/episodes/player
The following episodes are of particular interest and relevance:
Words Used about Women
The Language of the Pandemic
Multicultural London English
The Language of power and inequality in education and leadership
Snotrils and Jumpolines: Kids' Invented Words
Language and Gender Identity

Jobs
What jobs could you do if you pursued English Language further? How do you get 
there? What qualifications and experience would you need? What does the job 
entail?

Learn something 
Ask another A2 student in English Language to teach you something new. Record 
this knowledge.

Teach someone 
...who doesn’t do English Language any element of our course. Keep any materials 
or notes you use to explain it.

Have an opinion 
Choose a debate from our course. Use evidence to explain why your opinion is the 
best. Consider counter arguments that could be made against your view.
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